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Harmonic Oscillators 1.5
At this point, we know how to identify equilibrium,
how to classify equilibrium as stable or unstable,
how to recognize when there will be oscillation around a stable
equilibrium, and how to recognize when an oscillation will be harmonic.
The key ideas to know about harmonic oscillators are that 1) A harmonic
oscillator will only oscillate with one particular period, no matter how I
move it, and 2) An oscillator is harmonic if the further out from
equilibrium I get, the more I accelerate back.

Oscillators are what we will be studying for the remainder of this term.
There are two properties of an oscillator that we will always want to

measure: period is the time it takes to cycle once, measured in seconds, and frequency is the number of
cycles that happen each second, measured in Hertz (Hz = 1/s).

One particular oscillator that we are devoting some time to is a mass on a spring.
The period of this oscillator is given by the equation shown to the right, which we
discovered through our lab yesterday and today.

. 1 Supose that you measure your heartbeat as 90 beats per minute. This is a
little bit higher than a usual resting heart rate; perhaps you're excited because you're doing physics.

a) Is "90 beats per minute" a period or a frequency?

b) What is the period, in seconds, of this heartbeat?

c) What is the frequency, in Hertz, or this heartbeat?

. 2 Galileo was possibly the first to notice that some oscillators are harmonic. He was bored at a party
one time and amused himself by usinng his hearbeat to time the oscillation of a swinging chandeleir.

Suppose that Galileo's heart rate is 72 beats per minute. He notices that the chandelier swings 5 times
in the time it takes his heart to beat 24 times. What is the period of the chandeleir?



. 3 a) I swing an object around my head on the end of a rope. This is an oscillation, since there is a
repeated cycle. Is it harmonic? Explain why or why not.

b) Frequency is a measurement that is also used in radio, where it tells how many times in a second
the signal of a certain station oscillates. A radio, once tuned to a particular station, will only hear
whatever is being broadcast at that frequency. Explain why this makes us think that a radio might be a
harmonic oscillator.
Hint: Think about trying to wiggle a mass-on-spring at a different speed than it likes.

c) Why are harmonic oscillators used in clocks, and not other types of oscillators?

. 4 The mass-on-spring oscillator is sometimes used as a way to estimate the mass of a very small or very
large object that a regular scale could not mass.

a) Solve to get an equation for m in terms of T, k, and 2π.

b) Suppose that I have a spring with a spring constant of .01 N/m, and a mass oscillates on it with
period 9 s. What is the mass?

c) The shock absorbers in my car have a spring constant of 200,000 N/m, and my car, when it hits a
bump, oscillates with a period of .5 s. What is the mass of the car?


